
10 Game Changing Ideas for your Production Team 

1. Be intentional about Raising Up Leaders.      

This is key. If your goal is to build a culture of high quality volunteers, you can’t be a one-man show. 
Newsflash- The worship service will go on without you. Be mindful that you don’t fall into a rock star 
mentality in thinking that the Worship Experience can’t happen unless you’re at the helm. 


“But Carl, you don’t understand, my leadership comes to me if a mistake happens. My volunteers can’t 
run the [fill in the blank] because we reserve that for staff members only because it’s so important…”


Yeah, I get that. I’ve been there. 


A couple of things to consider here:

- Swallow your pride. 

When I walked into Newspring Columbia as the Video Coordinator, I had the experience of directing 
literally hundreds of worship services, tv shows and video shoots. But I told myself - “You’re not 
directing for 1 year.” I forced myself to not bail myself out. I had to use what I had and raise up more 
people or the service didn’t happen. 

- Operate on a 70/30 Rule when it comes to Perfection. 

Know that, unless you’re hiring skilled, professional audio and video technicians - you’re working with 
volunteers, there will be mistakes. I tried to operate on a 70% / 30% Rule - When using volunteers to 
execute our service, I can guarantee about a 70% accuracy rate. Mistakes like missing a lyric or missing 
a cue are going to happen - the trick is to minimize them and have as few ‘audience noticed’ mistakes 
as possible.


2. Make your space a fun place to hangout.       
Make your spaces awesome! Food, games, comfortable seating, figurines, decorations, or anything else 
you can think of to make the spaces in which your team serves a really cool place, the better. Your 
environments matter - especially the spaces in which you serve and hangout the most. 


I know what you might be thinking - “wait, did you say figurines? like toys?” Sure! Why Not? Stop trying 
to be Mr. Cool and have fun. You can still have a sleek, professional space and have some fun too. 


Does your control room have an empty space for a nice table to sit around and put candy, mints, cards, 
board games or anything else on?


Do you have a room or space you can renovate into a Volunteer Headquarters?


You might have have heard me talk about this before. I’ve done entire podcasts episodes on your control 
room and making your spaces really fun.


Make your spaces awesome.


3. Do a full Run-Thru during the week.      

One of the most game-changing things I’ve implemented with the teams I’ve led is to move to having a 
full Run-Through of Sunday’s services during the week. 


“What? Carl you’re crazy, there’s no way members of my team will come out on another night of the 
week to practice the service!”
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Does your band?

Does your choir?


Why should this be different for your team?


If you could at least get your Lyric Operator, camera operators, or key volunteers to come on Wednesday 
when your band rehearses, that would help tremendously. You can’t expect a great execution on Sunday 
when you haven’t provided opportunities for your team to practice during the week.


4. Take time to train effectively. Giving opportunities until they were comfortable.      

In addition to service rehearsal, provide training workshops, training sessions with veterans, time to 
observe other positions and other opportunities for your team. When you train your team consistently 
and effectively, it will be a game-changer.

I want you dig back into the archives of our podcasts and check out Episode #76 - I talked about how to 
provide consistent, effective training opportunities for your team. I walked through how I’ve designed 
training like college courses and called it BASICS 100s, BASICS 200s, and BASICS 300s - training 
courses for new volunteers, training for volunteers we wanted to cross-train and training for Live 
Directors. Check out thechurchmediapodcast.com/076 for that full episode.


Take the time to train your team effectively.

Don’t train them once and throw them into the game.


Give them opportunities to train until they feel comfortable being on a Sunday.


5. Evaluate your Worship Experiences 
Volunteers want to be well-informed and feel comfortable executing a Worship Service. In my 
experience, they actually do want honest, productive feedback. They want to know if they are executing 
things the right way or if they can improve on anything. It’s okay to evaluate your Worship Experience, 
whether you have a quick evaluation after your Run-Through, an Evaluation between services, during the 
week or all of the above. 


Give your volunteers encouragement to know what they are doing well and what needs to be critiqued. 
Yes, they are volunteers - so be gracious and loving - as you would with anyone, but don’t be afraid to 
work with your team on things that could be executed better. Evaluate. Let them speak into your process 
and share their opinions - its your job to sift through the ideas and steer the ship where you want it to go.


6. Provide Practice Opportunities in Non-Stressful Environments 
If you can, provide environments (not on a Sunday morning!!) that volunteers can practice. Whether it be 
camera, ProPresenter, audio, lights or another position - any time you can give your volunteers practice 
time on the gear or with live people on stage thats not during ‘game time’, do it. 


Have choir or band rehearsal on Wednesday nights that your ProPresenter Operator for Sunday can 
come in and practice running lyrics with the actual songs?


Is there a time during the week that you could be available to let volunteers come practice on the gear 
by running audio snapshots, lighting cues on the board, practice on your video switcher?


Sunday Mornings are the worst time for extensive training, in my opinion.


If you’re a coach of a sports team, would you throw a player on the field without any practice before the 
game and expect them to play at a high level? That’s exactly what you’re doing if you throw your 
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volunteer on a piece of gear on Sunday morning without allowing them practice to get comfortable with 
it during the week.


Provide practice opportunities in non-stressful environments.


7. Get Willing Seasoned People to Help 
When I got to a place in my ministry where I was basically doing ‘nothing’, that we had teams of people 
training each other and taking care of all the logistics of our team, it freed me up entirely to do more 
ministry. 


I know the myth - “but I won’t have a job”…


But the truth is, leaders don’t do anything.


They are not the doer anymore. They are the leader.


Work really hard to train people to take over every single responsibility that’s on your plate. 

And once you take on more responsibility, then give that away.


If you can get willing seasoned people to help you do every aspect of your ministry -

I mean everything - scheduling volunteers, training volunteers, leading volunteers, executing Sunday… 
you’re ministry will start to explode.


If you spend most of your time leading leaders, you’re ministry will be more effective.

Get willing seasoned people to help you do that.


8. Be Consistent 
Be consistent with the processes and systems you have in place.

Do you have position checklists, training guides or other material where everyone is being trained the 
same way? Or does it vary based on who trains them?

Try creating a Training manual so that training is as consistent as it can be across the board.


Be consistent with your evaluation.

Are you saying one thing one week, and something different another?

Do you change your mind frequently on what you think “looks” or “sounds” good in Worship 
Experiences?

If you a revolving door of opinion, your volunteers will struggle knowing what you are after. Be consistent 
in what you want to see each Sunday.


Be consistent with your encouragement.

Are you always criticizing or is your critique mixed with encouragement?

Do your team members know you are proud of them?

Do they know when they did something well?

Do they know when you’re pleased with how the service turned out?


Be consistent. Be a broken record. 

People kind of need to know what you’re to say before you say it. Why? Because then they can convey 
that with confidence to others. They know your vision and can implement it.
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9. Let Them Fail 
What? Let them fail? 

Are you constantly in your control booth standing over people’s shoulders waiting for them to miss 
something?


Put your competent volunteers in place and walk away occasionally!


Go walk around the auditorium and see what the congregation is seeing.

Go outside the room and watch the Live Stream on your laptop or in your office for a few minutes. 

Go sit with your family in worship for a few.


You may want to explain to your leaders beforehand what you’re doing - that you may not be in the 
booth every little second to give your volunteers some space to feel the weight of the Worship Service 
without you there.


Don’t let things completely fall apart, but loosen your grip on the rope little by little where you can 
completely let go of the rope from time to time.


This also allows you to take a Sunday off occasionally and not be paranoid that the church is bursting 
into flames while you’re gone. Yeah, you know what I’m talking about….


10. Know and act that LOVING God and LOVING people is the most important thing on your team. 
Above all else - Love God and Love People. 


Rabbit trail here - our ministry name 12:30 Media comes from Mark 12:30 where Jesus is asked the 
greatest commandment. His response - to Love God and Love People. We have to get that right first.


Your volunteers will feed off your spiritual walk. Be intentional about spending time with Jesus yourself. 
Be intentional about Loving People. Is it on your calendar each week to spend one on one time with your 
volunteers? Are you praying for their spiritual growth? Are you aware of where they are in their walk with 
Christ? 


The most important game-changer for your team is this - to Love God and Love People with everything 
you got.
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